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About This Game

EZ4u is a hardcore platformer, where the man named Boris was absorbed by the strange green artifact. He have to complete 23
levels, which will surprise you with incredible difficulty. Will Boris be able to get out from this trap? Let's try.

Features:
-23 levels

-6 chapters consist of 23 levels
-23 most difficult levels of your life

-Boss-level
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Title: EZ4u
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Egor Domashenkin
Publisher:
Sergey Domashenkin
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 x64

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Integated

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 compatible

English
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Even making the "wrong" choices was deliciously satisfying. It's a game that I will treasure for many years to come. Worth
noting, TONS of replay value.. Hard as f***, but if you get used to frustration and going to your limits concerning multitasking
due to getting attacked conastantly while having only a limited amount of time to finish some task, you are starting to like it.
Challenging, nice graphics and witty narration.

Only real negative point, even if you dial down the narrators nagging in the settings, he keeps pestering you about that you are
too slow all the time, which is awfully annoying when you need to fight several attacking groups at once, get your eco running
and fullfill tasks.. game trailer mislead everyone. game is now abandoned. tl;dr :
Lots of potential and care, executed with flaws in all areas that add up too high. Try it out only at a sale price.

Long version:
Sourge Outbreak is a 3rd person cover based shooter, with interesting visual designs and characters that attempts to tell a multi-
perspective story, but has gameplay flaws that become too hard to ignore as the game goes on.

The team AI is passable, but can\u00b4t be relied upon to do the job for you, enemy AI is very simple but has fair aim and
reasonable aggression.

Said enemies however are bullett sponges, of which the game throws more and tougher ones at you, until you are overrun by
armored mooks that do not care about your popgun weapons. This games weapons are weak, feel weak and enemies are too
tough even if the weapons were stronger. Headshots become mandatory, your best bet becomes the sniper rifle which can
remove a helmet with one shot and score the kill with the next. Anything else becomes inneffective. At some point in the game
you encounter melee-based aliens, that can oneshot you with an attack leap in a game that is not made for melee combat.

The controls are clunky in general, and if you can actually shoot out of cover is unpedictable. This leads to a ton of frustrating
deaths were you are being shot in cover, can\u00b4t shoot back and die as you try to get away from the magnetic cover.

The story starts interesting, then plummets down to one of these moments where one intelligent question would prevent an entire
drama, only to end unfinished in a very sudden bossfight.

The freshest thing the game has to offer is an attack or shield power, with the shield being useful and the attack power
becoming irrelevant due to bullett sponges. An XP system rewards action in certain categories with useful perks, which feels
rewarding.

Can\u00b4t say anything about the multiplayer, since there where no matches to be found. Botmatches however gave me the
impression of very small matches with an unpredictable damage system.

All in all I really can\u00b4t recommend this at full price, which is a shame because I believe this is not a cash grab. The devs
put work and effort into their game, but in the end all the flaws start adding up too high and are too annoying to ignore.
I hope lessons are learned from this, because its a damn shame if caring people are doomed by lack of experience.
More luck in the future.. Elves are lame and way too good. Great team though.. there's a constant drift right. I though my
controller was broken do not buy.. thought it was an excellent idea. on release day i bought it. excellent! ~7. I wound like to give
this game a + point that looks like a big erect @#$%. But since Steam only gives the possibility of giving thumbs up or thumbs
down, I'll have to give it a thumbs up instead.
This one was freakin' entertaining!
I enjoyed the pictures. I enjoyed the humour. I enjoyed the fairy-tale-like atmosphere. I enjoyed that absolutely brilliant
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(SPOILER:)  "SHOW ME YOUR T!TS OR GTFO"  moment. I enjoyed... ahem... all the rest (and you know what that is) as
well.
The game might be short but all the small pieces perfectly fit together.
The only problems I encountered were minor flaws with sound and music. (The music and ambient sounds were not looping
properly. And the music was set a bit to loud by default, which made some subtle ambient sounds (like the flow of water at the
lake) almost impossible to hear.)
I think you have a gift for making some very short, but at the same time very entertaining visual novels. Can you make us more
of these? Хочу ещё!. A very fun and strategic game. It plays sort of like a slowed down bullet-hell 1v1 or 2v2, but with added
constraints of limited, yet regenerating ammo and ability to travel over surface areas only of your color. If you like games like
Hokra and Nidhogg, this is a must-buy.
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Garbage.

Watch this video to see why you should avoid the game at all costs:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WxhnbjmuPzc. Rubbish. Someone tried to clone StarCraft and it didn't work,. Super
adorable - mario-esque platformer ~
lots of levels, collectathon for [ diamonds optional ] - bosses in every stage, and everything is very very cute!

that's really all there is to it, if you like mario style games, and think the art style in this game is adorable, you will not be
disappointed :3. I first met Fritz many years ago when it was the talking chess program and was mentioned together with
Kasparov in New in Chess - Yes he was actually playing back then.

User interface is a bit nicer but really no major improvements. Included multimedia is aimed at beginners. Some more games
commented by a stong player would be nice (remember the Karpov comments with (I think) chessmaster 3000?). The engine is
still terribly strong for a measely human like me.

It's still just Fritz - a strong program with nice database options - both for reference and for storing your own games.

Is it a good buy? Well if you just want a chess program and a database then you should probably look at free options on the
internet. But if you want to play at Playchess.com and use their material then it looks like a good deal because of the 6 months
included membership. Should you consider upgrading with the DLC for 'Deep Fritz'? - well are you a superstrong chess player?
I'm not so I wont. In fact I'm very happy with the chance to get Fritz+playchess for a good price and I dont miss 'Deep multicore
etc.' options.

For reference I'm a "hobby" player with an Elo rating around 1900.. This is a short and not very difficult old fashioned point-
and-click adventure game, made by two people (and a composer for the music). The pathfinding is sometimes a little clunky,
there are not a lot of characters, locations or dialog choices (and no voices, only text). Still, for me, the game has some charm,
this is the video game equivalent of a low budget adventure b-movie. A few situations made me smile, the music is appropriate
and to search for a lost city was interesting enough. The graphics are not great, but I liked the style of the characters and the
ancient artifacts. This is far from the classics like Monkey Island or Fate of Atlantis, but I had some fun with it. For those who
like the screenshots, I recommend it, moderately, in a sale, for less than $2.

. Pretty ok, Carriers are pretty OP so Kriegsmarine and Regia Marina are a bit underpowered.
Overall the experience and campaigns are a chain of progressively fighting more and more to the point you can contest the
keyports needed to end the war.

Lack of updates after the devs moved on to the next game.. 3 hours later. . .

Beat the game. and wishing there was more...
OH WAIT THERE IS!!!!

besides having an orginal storyline thats about 3 hours long... you can add your own music and have continious fun XD I DIG
IT. screw guitar hero XD

AND THIS GAME IS NOT EASY.. lol which also makes it funnnn :D. It's a shame the devs abandoned it.. Best Colorful
Atmospheric Underwater Game like this in a long time. A+++ Carlos Cornonado

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=oib8uoYbHjc
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